Personal Prosperity Contract
Below is a blank contract for you to fill in as you like and a sample contract from Peg. Copy or
scan this blank one onto your word processor for ease in creating it. Fill it in as you desire.

Prosperity Contract
I _____________________________, make a commitment on this day, ____________, to create
my ultimately prosperous and abundant life and/or business. I commit to shifting and
transforming my thoughts and beliefs about money, energy, and the way I partner with others,
and with my highest intuitive wisdom.
I affirm and align myself energetically with statements that carry the truth of prosperity in them.
I now create new affirmations for myself with these truths (these are examples):
I am a money magnet.
Abundance is my natural, spiritual birthright.
I truly trust the present moment, so the right response comes to me in every situation.
Because I trust the present moment, I can eliminate fear of the past or future.
I attract great people, clients, solutions, and products to work with easily and effortlessly.
I can accomplish or become anything with ease.
Add your own statements here:
I partner with:
family
friends
colleagues
clients and customers
my highest intuitive wisdom
(List the people with whom you’ll partner.)
I have the courage to let go of my limiting beliefs and fears. I joyfully allow and open to
the outcomes I desire.
I affirm that the Universe supports me in this intention now. I release and allow all my
good to show up for me now. I also know I am releasing it to a wider vision than I could
imagine. I offer gratitude for the blessings coming to me right now. I embody infinite

possibilities. I attune and align myself with the powerful transformational truth and energy of
this document. My ultimately prosperous life and superabundant business is a reality now!
So be it! So it is!
____________________________________________________
(Your Signature)

